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A finite group G is said to have chain difference one if the lengths of any two
unrefinable subgroup chains of G differ by at most one. Finite simple groups of
Žchain difference one were classified by B. Brewster et al. 1993, J. Algebra 160,
.179]191 using the classification of finite simple groups. We give an more elemen-
tary proof of this result. In particular we give an elementary proof that a minimal
counterexample has dihedral or semidihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. Q 2000 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Ž . Ž .If G is a finite group we denote by l G and l G , respectively, the
lengths of the longest and shortest unrefinable chains in the lattice of
subgroups of G and we set
cd G s l G y l G .Ž . Ž . Ž .
w xWe call this the chain difference of the finite group G. In 1941 Iwasawa I
Ž .proved that cd G s 0 if and only if G is a supersolvable group. Fifty years
w xlater, Brewster et al. BWZ determined all finite simple groups G with
Ž .cd G s 1. Their proof relies on the classification of the finite simple
Ž .groups. It turns out that the only such groups are A and PSL 2, p for6
Ž .certain primes p. In particular all simple groups G with cd G s 1 have
dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups and it would be nice to have a proof of the
theorem of Brewster et al. which establishes this fact in an elementary way
and then perforce involves the deep classification theorem by Gorenstein
w xand Walter GW to complete the identification of G.
1 The second author was partially supported by NSF Grant 9701253.
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In this paper we go part of the way toward this goal by providing a fairly
elementary proof of the following intermediate result.
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let G be a minimal counterexample to the classifica-
tion of finite groups of chain difference 1. Then a Sylow 2-subgroup of G is
either dihedral or semidihedral.
w xAt this point the theorem of Gorenstein and Walter GW and Alperin
w xet al. ABG may be invoked to recover the Brewster et al. result. In fact
we obtain a slightly more general result.
Ž .THEOREM 1.2. Let G be a finite group with cd G s 1. Then one of the
following holds:
Ž . Ž .a GrO G is supersol¤able for some prime r and G is p-nilpotent forr
< <p the smallest prime di¤isor of G ; or
Ž . 2Ž . ² Ž . Ž . : Ž . 3Xb O G s O G = O G , x with O G ( Z = Z or Q , x2 2 2 2 2 8
Ž . w Ž . x Ž .Xg O G and O G , x s O G ; or2 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..c E G is quasisimple, GrE G is supersol¤able, and E G rZ E G
Ž .is isomorphic to A , to A , or to PSL 2, p for some odd prime p G 13.5 6
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Moreo¤er, if E G rZ E G G A , then GrC E G G A or S .6 G 6 6
Ž . Ž .We remark that the fortuitous and easily verified facts that PSL 2, 7 ,
Ž .PGL 2, 9 , and M have chain difference 2 plays a significant role in our10
Ž .proof. Of course not all PSL 2, p ’s have chain difference 1, even for
Ž Ž ..p G 13. In fact it is not difficult to verify that if cd PSL 2, p s 1, then
Ž .either a Sylow 2-subgroup of PSL 2, p has cardinality 4 or 8 or p s 17.
The exact set of primes depends on the number of prime divisors of p y 1
and p q 1. It is not clear if there is a nice description of this set. We have
a few further comments at the end of this paper. In any case it is
unnecessary for our proof.
The paper is organized as follows. In the first section we establish a few
elementary results and then establish the structure of solvable groups of
chain difference 1 and prove the dichotomy that a group G of chain
Ž .difference 1 is either solvable or has E G / 1. This enables us to refine
the Alperin]Goldschmidt local conjugation theorem for groups of chain
difference 1. In particular this brings to the fore the set of fully fused
< Ž . Ž . <4-subgroups of G, i.e., those 4-subgroups U for which N U rC U isG G
divisible by 3. In Section 2 we begin the inductive proof of the main
theorem and quickly reduce to the simple case and establish the existence
of fully fused 4-subgroups of G. The goal is to prove that a fully fused
4-subgroup of G is self-centralizing, whence a Sylow 2-subgroup of G is
dihedral or semidihedral by a lemma of Suzuki. We first rule out the
existence of certain non-solvable 2-local subgroups of G as preparation for
the final assault on the normalizers of fully fused 4-subgroups in Section 3.
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At this point the proof is complete modulo the classification theorems of
Gorenstein and Walter and Alperin et al. In Section 4 we briefly indicate a
further reduction of the semidihedral case after which it would be possible
Ž .to quote a relatively small fraction about 10% of the massive Alperin
et al. paper to complete the proof for this case.
2. PRELIMINARIES
The first result is an easy exercise.
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a finite group and let H be a subgroup of G. Then
Ž . Ž .cd H F cd G and if H 1 G, then
cd H q cd GrH F cd G .Ž . Ž . Ž .
The key to the analysis of solvable groups of chain difference 1 is the
w xfollowing theorem of Kohler K for which we introduce some notation.
DEFINITION. Let G be a group of operators on a group H and let K be
Ž .a G-invariant normal subgroup of H. We denote by cf HrK theG
Ž .number of G-chief factors of HrK. If K s 1, we simply write cf H . IfG
Ž . Ž .G s H, we write cf HrK . Note that cf HrK denotes the number of1
composition factors of HrK.
Ž .THEOREM 2.2 Kohler . If G is a sol¤able group, then
l G s cf G , l G s cf G andŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1
cd G s cf G y cf G .Ž . Ž . Ž .1
The proof rests on the following proposition which is implicit in Kohler’s
work, although he only discusses solvable groups.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let G be a finite group and let M be a maximal
subgroup of G. Then
cf G F cf M q 1Ž . Ž .
Ž .and equality holds if G s F G M.
Proof. Let K be a normal subgroup of G maximal subject to being
contained in M and let ArK be a chief factor of G. Then G s MA and so
GrA ( MrA l M. Hence we have
cf G s cf GrA q 1 q cf K s cf MrA l M q 1 q cf K .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G G
Since
cf M s cf MrK q cf KŽ . Ž . Ž .M
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and
cf GrA s cf MrA l M F cf MrA l M q cf A l MrKŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s cf MrKŽ .
Ž . Ž .and cf K F cf K , we have thatG M
cf G s cf MrA l M q 1 q cf K F cf MrK q 1 q cf KŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .G M
s cf M q 1,Ž .
as claimed.
Ž .The key to the second statement is the observation that F G acts
w x Ž .trivially on every G-chief factor Ro, 7.66 and so if G s F G M, then
w Ž .xG-chief factors and M-chief factors coincide. In particular as A, F G F
Ž .K F A l M, it follows that A l M 1 G and so A l M s K. Also cf KG
Ž .s cf K , whence the inequality in the last display is an equality, asM
claimed.
We can now prove Kohler’s theorem.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof of Theorem 2.2. Clearly l G s cf G . We prove that l G s1
Ž . < < w x Ž . Ž .cf G by induction on G . By Go, 6.1.6 , since G is solvable, F G - F G
Ž .and so there exists a maximal subgroup M of G such that G s F G M .1 1
Thus by Proposition 2.3 and induction we have
cf G s cf M q 1 s l M q 1 G l G .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1
On the other hand, there is some maximal subgroup M of G with
Ž . Ž .l G s l M q 1. Again by induction and Proposition 2.3 we have
cf G F cf M q 1 s l M q 1 s l G .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Thus cf G s l G , as claimed.
Note that if G is a supersolvable group and p is the smallest prime
< <divisor of G , then G is p-nilpotent. Using Frobenius’ normal p-comple-
w xment theorem GLS1, 16.10 , we immediately get that a finite group is
solvable if all of its proper subgroups are supersolvable. From Kohler’s
theorem we immediately have that a finite solvable group G is supersolv-
Ž .able if and only if cd G s 0. Putting this together we get Iwasawa’s
w xtheorem I .
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.4 Iwasawa . Let G be a finite group. Then cd G s 0 if and
only if G is supersol¤able.
To extend our results on solvable groups to p-constrained groups, we
shall use the following two criteria for supersolvability.
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LEMMA 2.5. Let H s QA be a finite group with Q a normal q-subgroup
for some prime q and A an abelian subgroup of exponent di¤iding q y 1. Then
H is supersol¤able.
Proof. If V s PrR is an H-chief factor in Q, then Q acts trivially on V
and A acts irreducibly on V. As A is of exponent dividing q y 1, each
element of A is diagonalizable in its action on V. Hence as A is abelian,
Ž . < <A is simultaneously diagonalizable, whence dim V s 1, i.e., V s q.
DEFINITION. Let H be a group of operators on the finite group S. We
say that H acts supersolvably on S if every H-chief factor of S either is
centralized by H or is of prime order.
PROPOSITION 2.6. If H acts faithfully and supersol¤ably on the finite group
S, then H is supersol¤able.
< <Proof. We suppose not and choose a counterexample with H minimal
< <and subject to that with S minimal. Then every proper subgroup of H is
Ž .supersolvable and so H is solvable. If every H-chief factor of F H has
Ž Ž ..prime order, then by induction HrZ F H is supersolvable and as H acts
Ž Ž ..supersolvably on Z F H . H is supersolvable, contrary to assumption.
Thus there is a prime q and a normal q-subgroup Q of H minimal
subject to some H-chief factor of Q being noncyclic. Then QrQ is a1
noncyclic H-chief factor for some Q 1 Q. Suppose that Q is another1 2
maximal H-invariant subgroup of Q. Then Q s Q Q and so1 2
QrQ ( Q rQ l Q1 2 1 2
is a noncyclic H-chief factor contrary to the minimal choice of Q. Thus Q1
is the unique maximal H-invariant subgroup of Q. It follows in particular
that if N is any normal subgroup of H with HrN supersolvable, then
Q F N.
Ž .Suppose now that O S / 1 for some prime r / q. Then H acts onr
Ž . Ž .O S and on SrO S . Let N and N be the kernels of the respectiver r 1 2
actions. By induction both HrN and HrN are supersolvable. But then1 2
Ž .Q F N l N , whence Q stabilizes the chain 1 - O S F S and so Q1 2 r
Ž .centralizes S, a contradiction. Hence F S is a q-group.
Ž . Ž Ž ..By definition of a supersolvable action H centralizes E S rZ E S and
Ž . w xhence centralizes E S by the three subgroups lemma GLS1, 3.8 . Thus
Ž Ž .. Ž U Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..C F S s C F S is a q-group. Let V s F S rF F S . ThenH H
Ž .C V s K is a normal q-subgroup of H. Moreover HrK embeds in theH
Ž . Ž .upper triangular subgroup of GL V . Hence HrO H is an abelianq
group of exponent dividing q y 1. Thus by Lemma 2.5 H is supersolvable,
a final contradiction.
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COROLLARY 2.7. Let H be a finite group of chain difference 1 with a
Ž .nilpotent normal subgroup F such that C F F F. Then H is sol¤able andH
HrF is supersol¤able. More precisely either H is supersol¤able or for some
Ž .prime p, there is a noncyclic H-chief factor LrK of O H and HrL isp
supersol¤able.
< <Proof. We proceed by induction on H . Thus if K is any proper
subgroup of H containing F, then by induction K is solvable and KrF is
supersolvable. In particular all proper subgroups of HrF are supersolv-
able and so HrF is solvable and thus H is solvable.
Ž . Ž .If HrF is not supersolvable, then cd HrF s 1 s cd H and so H acts
Ž .supersolvably on F, whence HrC F is supersolvable by Proposition 2.6.H
Ž .As C F F F, this is a contradiction. Hence HrF is supersolvable.H
Ž .In particular applying the result with F s F H , we see that HrF is
supersolvable and so either H is supersolvable or for some prime p, there
Ž . Ž .is a non-cyclic H-chief factor LrK contained in O H and cd HrL s 0,p
as desired.
We can now give a structural description of finite groups of chain
difference 1.
Ž .THEOREM 2.8. Let H be a finite group with cd H F 1. Then one of the
following holds:
Ž . Ž . Ž .a E H is quasisimple and HrE H is supersol¤able; or
Ž . Ž .b HrO H is supersol¤able for some prime r and eitherr
Ž . < <b1 H is p-nilpotent for p the smallest prime di¤isor of H ; or
Ž . Ž 2Ž ..b2 r s 2; O O H s U ( Z = Z or Q ; HrU is supersol¤-2 2 2 8
3 Ž . w xXable and there exists x g H with x g O H such that U s U, x and2
2 ² :XO H s U = O H , x .Ž . Ž .2
Ž .Proof. Suppose E H / 1 and let L be a quasisimple component of
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . .E H . Then cd L s 1 and so by Lemma 2.1, cd N L rL s 0, whenceH
Ž . Ž .first L s E H and then GrE H is supersolvable.
U Ž . Ž .Thus, F H s F H and so Corollary 2.7 applies to yield a prime r
Ž .such that HrO H is supersolvable. If r is not the smallest prime divisorr
< < Ž .of H , then H is r-nilpotent and b1 holds.
< <Hence we may assume that r is the smallest prime divisor of H . As H
Ž . Ž . 2is solvable with cd H s 1, any H-chief factor of O H has order r or r .r
X Ž .XThus as any r -subgroup X of HrO H must act faithfully on somer
Ž . < < Ž .2Ž .H-chief factor of O H , we conclude that X divides r y 1 r q 1 .r
< <Hence either X s 1 or r s 2 and X s 3. In the former case, we again
< <have that H is r-nilpotent. So we may assume that r s 2 and X s 3. Let
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w Ž . x Ž .U s O H , X . Then UrF U is an irreducible X-module of dimension2
Ž . Ž . w x2 and as cd H s 1, X acts trivially on F U . Thus U U, X acts trivially
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xon F U , i.e., F U F Z U . It follows that U, U is cyclic of order at
Ž .most 2 and then that U ( E or Q , whence b2 holds.4 8
We remark that we get an elementary proof of the odd order theorem
for groups of chain difference 1.
Ž . < <COROLLARY 2.9. Let G be a finite group with cd G s 1. If G is odd,
then G is sol¤able.
Proof. Suppose not and let G be a minimal counterexample. Then G is
simple and every proper subgroup of G is solvable. Let p be the smallest
< <prime divisor of G . Then by Theorem 2.8, every p-local subgroup of G is
p-nilpotent. But then G is p-nilpotent by Frobenius’ p-complement theo-
w x < <rem GLS1, 16.10 , whence G s p.
The next observation is of particular significance to the analysis of
Ž .N D for D a member of an Alperin]Goldschmidt conjugation family.G
Ž .COROLLARY 2.10. Let H be a finite 2-constrained group with cd H s 1.
Then H is sol¤able.
Ž .XProof. By Corollary 2.9, O H is solvable and so we may assume that2
U Ž . Ž . Ž .F H s F H . Then Case b of Theorem 2.8 holds. In particular H is
solvable, as claimed.
Specifically we shall use the following special case of the Alperin]Gold-
schmidt local conjugation theorem.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.11. Let G be a finite group with cd G s 1. Let S g Syl G2
Ž . G  4and suppose that z is an in¤olution in Z S with z l S / z . Then there
Ž .exists V F D F S and g g N D such that:G
Ž . Ž .a V ( E and V 1 N D4 G
Ž . Ž .b D s C V ;S
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..c N D s N V g Syl N D F Syl N V ;S S 2 G 2 G
Ž . 3 Ž Ž .. w xXd g g O N D and D, g s V; and2 G
Ž . ge z g D and z / z.
w xProof. By the Alperin]Goldschmidt theorem GLS1, 16.1 , there exists
D F S with z g D satisfying:
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..i N D g Syl N D ;S 2 G
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..X Xii C D F O N D s O N D = D: andG 2 2 G 2 G
Ž . NGŽD .  4iii z / z .
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Ž . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .Let N s N D . As N s O N N D and z g Z S , we have thatG S
w 2 2Ž .x gz , O N / 1 and so we may choose g g N of odd order with z s s / z.
w x 2Ž .Then z, g s zs g O N l D and so N is not 2-nilpotent. However, N
Ž .is 2-constrained by ii and so by Theorem 2.8, we have that
O2 N s V = O X N , x ,Ž . Ž .Ž .2
w x 3 Ž .Xwith V s V, x ( E or Q and with x g O N . Without loss, x s g.4 8 2
w x Ž . g g gŽ . gThus zs s z, g g V. If V ( Q , then zs s zs. But then s s z zs8
g 2 Ž 2Ž ..s z and so z s z, a contradiction. Hence V ( E and V s O O N4 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 N. Thus a , d , and e hold.
w x w xAs V, D is a proper g-invariant subgroup of V, we have V, D s 1.
Ž . Ž . U Ž . Ž .Thus D s V = C g . Let M s N V and let D s N D F N V FD G S S
U Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .X X XS g Syl M . As O N D s O N , we have that NrO N D ( A2 2 2 2 2 3
Ž . Ž U .U Uor S acting faithfully on V. Thus D s C V and so N D normal-3 D S
Ž U . U U U Ž . Ž .Uizes D. But then N D s D and so D s S g Syl M , proving bS 2
Ž .and c .
The Klein 4-group V occurring in Theorem 2.11 is an instance of what
we shall call a fully fused 4-subgroup of G.
DEFINITION. Let H be a subgroup of G. We set
F s U F H : U ( E and N U rC U ( Z or S . 4Ž . Ž .H 4 H H 3 3
In particular we set F s F . If U g F, we say that U is a fully fusedG
4-subgroup of G. If U g F , we say that U is fully fused in H.H
Theorem 2.11 in conjunction with Proposition 3.2 below will force the
existence of fully fused 4-subgroups in G. The tension in the problem
arises from the juxtaposition of Theorem 2.11 with the following lemma
which restricts the embedding of fully fused 4-subgroups.
Ž .LEMMA 2.12. Let G be a finite group with cd G s 1. If U, V g F with
w xU / V, then U, V / 1.
w xProof. Suppose that UV g F with U, V s 1. Let UV F T g
Ž Ž .. Ž .Syl C U . By a Frattini argument there exists a 3-element x of N T2 G G
Ž . w x ² :l N U with U, x s U. As T x is a solvable group, Theorem 2.7G
w x w ximplies that T , x s U. In particular UV, x s U. Likewise there exists a
w x3-element y with UV, y s V.
Ž . Ž .Now let H s N UV and C s C UV , so that x g H and y g H. LetG G
< < Ž .p be an odd prime divisor of HrC and let P g Syl H . Then UVP is notp
2-nilpotent. Applying Theorem 2.8 to UVP yields that p s 3 and
< Ž . < Ž .PrC UV s 3. In particular HrC is solvable. Again let R g Syl CP 2
Ž . Ž .and apply a Frattini argument to conclude that H s CN R . As N RH H
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w 2Ž Ž ..xcovers HrC, we have that UV, O N R s UV. On the other hand,H
Ž . Ž .N R is solvable, as HrC, whence N R is solvable and so by TheoremC H
2Ž Ž ..2.8, a Sylow 2-subgroup of O N R is isomorphic to E or Q , whenceH 4 8
U s V, as desired.
We end this section with one further result on fusion of involutions.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.13. Let G be a finite group with cd G s 1. Let S g Syl G .2
Then one of the following holds:
Ž . Ž .a Distinct in¤olutions of Z S are not G-conjugate; or
Ž . Ž .b Z S contains the unique V g F with V F S.
Ž Ž .. Ž .Proof. Let W s V Z S . If a fails, then by Burnside’s fusion theo-1
w x Ž . w xrem GLS1, 16.2 , there exists x g N S with V s W, x / 1. By Theo-G
² :rem 2.8 applied to the solvable group W x , V g F. Then by Lemma 2.12,
V is the unique subgroup of S which is a member of F.
3. THE MAIN THEOREM: NON-SOLVABLE 2-LOCALS
For the remainder of the paper, G will be a minimal counterexample to
Theorem 1.2. In view of Theorem 2.8, we see that G is a non-abelian
simple group. Using induction we obtain the following refinement of
Theorem 2.8.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let H be a proper subgroup of G with F / B. ThenH
one of the following holds:
Ž . Ž . Ž .a E H ( A , A , 3 A , or PSL 2, p for some prime p G 13, and5 6 6
F s F ; orH EŽH .
Ž . Ž .  4b H F N U with F s U .G H
Ž .In particular N U is sol¤able for all U g F.G
2Ž .Proof. Let U g F . Then U F O H . If H is nonsolvable, then Theo-H
Ž . Ž .rem 2.8 implies that U F E H and then induction yields a . Moreover no
Ž .element of F is normal in H in this case. Thus if H s N U , then H isH G
Ž 2Ž ..solvable. If H is solvable, then Theorem 2.8 yields that U s O O H 12
Ž .H and b holds.
In the context of groups of chain difference 1, Glauberman’s ZU-theo-
w xrem is an easy corollary of the Brauer]Suzuki theorem GLS1, 15.2 .
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 3.2. Let S g Syl G and let z be an in¤olution in Z S .2
G  4Then z l S / z . Hence F / B.
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Proof. The second statement follows from the first in conjunction with
Ž . G  4Theorem 2.11. Suppose that z is an involution in Z S with z l S s z .
² : Ž .As z is a strongly closed subgroup of S, it follows that C s C zG
w xcontrols 2-fusion and hence 2-transfer GLS1, 15.10.16.20 . Thus as G s
2Ž . 2Ž .O G , we have that C s O C . If C is solvable, then by Theorem 2.8
Ž .and the fact that z g Z C , we have S ( Q . If C is nonsolvable, then by8
Ž . Ž .Theorem 2.8 induction, and the fact that z g Z C , we have that E C (
Ž . Ž . Ž .SL 2, p . SL 2, 9 , or 6 A , and that S F E C . Again we conclude that S is6
generalized quaternion. But then G is not simple by the Brauer]Suzuki
theorem, a contradiction.
We now focus attention on the set H of subgroups of G defined as
follows:
< Ž . <XH is the set of all subgroups H of G with O H even and with2 2
Ž . Ž . < Ž . <E H ( PSL 2, p for some prime p ) 3 such that E H ) 4.2
Furthermore we let H U denote the maximal elements of H under
Ž . Ž .inclusion. We note that by induction. E H ( PSL p for some p G 17,2
Ž Ž ..since cd PSL 7 s 2. This is important because of the following genera-2
Ž w x .tional fact. see GLS2, 7.3.4 .
Ž .If V is any 4-group normalizing E H , then
² a:E H s C ¤ : ¤ g V .Ž . Ž .EŽH .
U Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.3. Let H g H and let L s E H . Then H s N L . IndeedG
Ž .XH is the unique maximal subgroup of G containing L. If X F O H with2 2
Ž .X / 1, then N X F H.G
Ž .Proof. If M is a maximal subgroup of G containing L, then L F E M
Ž . w x Ž .and, as p ) 5, L s E M GLS2, 6.5.1 , whence M s N L . Thus ifG
U Ž . Ž . Ž . w xXH g H with L s E H , then H s N L . If X F O H , then X, LG 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .s 1. Hence L F N X , whence N X F N L s H.G G G
Our goal is to prove that H U s B. We suppose not and fix H g H U and
Ž .set L s E H .
Ž .LEMMA 3.4. Suppose that E is an E -subgroup of L = C L with8 H
Ž .E l L s U g F . Then N E F L.L G
² : Ž . Ž .Proof. Set E s U = s with s g C L . Let N s N E . ClearlyH G
Ž . w xU g F . Indeed we can find x g N E of order 3 with U, x s U. If NN L
Ž . Ž .were nonsolvable, then we would have U s E l E N 1 E N , contrary
Ž .to the structure of E N . Hence N is solvable and
2 ² X :O N E s E = O N , x ,Ž . Ž .2
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from which it follows that
² : 2s s O Z O N E 1 N.Ž .Ž .Ž .2
Ž .Thus N F C s F H, the latter by Lemma 3.3.G
Now we are ready to prove the first main result of the section.
< < < <PROPOSITION 3.5. H - G .2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Suppose not and let S g Syl H F Syl G . Let S s C L .2 2 0 S
< Ž . <XAs O H is even by hypothesis. S / 1 and so there is an involution2 2 0
Ž . G  4s g S l Z S . By Proposition 3.2, s l S / s and so by Theorem 2.11,0
NGŽD .  4there is a subgroup D of S with s g D and s / s and there is
Ž .V F D with V g F and with D s C V .N ŽD . SG
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. NGŽD .  4XIf V F L, then N V covers N D rO C D , whence s s s ,LS G 2 G
Ž .a contradiction. As every 4-subgroup of LC L commutes with someG
Ž .U g F , it follows from Lemma 2.12 at V g LC L . Letting ¤ g V yL G
Ž . Ž .LC L , we conclude, since D s C V , thatG S
² :D F u , ¤ = C ¤ ,Ž .S0
² : Ž . Ž . Ž .where u s C ¤ s Z S l L F Z S .S l L
Ž .Suppose that S l D contains a 4-subgroup E. Let g g N D with0 G
g g Ž g .s / s. Then E F D F N L , whenceG
L g F C e : e g Ea F N L .² :Ž . Ž .G G
But then L g s L, whence g g H, contrary to the structure of H. It follows
² :that S l D contains a unique involution, s and V F u, ¤ , s . Thus0
² : ² :D s u , ¤ = C ¤ s u , ¤ = S l D .Ž . Ž .S 00
By Theorem 2.11 we have
D s V = C g .Ž .D
g ² : ² :As s / s, s is not a square in D. Hence S l D s s and D s u, ¤ , s .0
Ž .As V g Z S , it follows from Lemma 2.12 that u, s, and us lie in distinct
G-conjugacy classes. As g acts on Da with orbits of size 1, 3, and 3, it
follows that these are the G-orbits on Da. Now we have that ¤ is
L-conjugate to u¤ and ¤s is L-conjugate to u¤s. Hence ¤ and ¤s are not
G-conjugate.
² : Ž . ² : rIf S / s , then as C ¤ s s , there exists r g S with ¤ s ¤s, a0 S 00
² : Ž .² :contradiction. Thus S s s . But then S l L ¤ is a maximal subgroup0
w xof S and so by the Thompson transfer lemma GLS1, 15.16 , every
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Ž .² :involution of S is G-conjugate to an involution of S l L ¤ , hence to
either u or ¤ , contrary to the fact that G has at least three classes of
involutions. This completes the proof.
We now prove a technical lemma which will be useful both in this
section and the next.
LEMMA 3.6. If G is a finite simple group, then G does not ha¤e a Sylow
2-subgroup S with a maximal subgroup T satisfying the conditions:
Ž . ² : ² :a T s D = s with D nonabelian dihedral with center u and1 1
s2 s 1 / s.
Ž .b D 1 S.1
Ž . Ž Ž ..c T g Syl C s .2 G
Ž . Gd E¤ery in¤olution of D is in u .1
Ž . ye If U is a 4-subgroup of D and y g S y T , then U is not1
T-conjugate to U.
Ž . GProof. Suppose not. As D 1 S, we have u g Z S and so s f u by1
Ž . G Ž .c , whence s l D s B by d . Thus SrD is not cyclic by the Thompson1 1
w xtransfer lemma GLS1, 15.16 and moreover every coset of D in S must1
contain an involution. Let y be an involution in S y T and let ysd be an
involution in the coset ysD with d g D .1 1
 4 Ž . yLet ¤ be an involution in D y u . By e , ¤ is not D -conjugate to ¤1 1
² y: ² y:and so D s ¤ , ¤ and y inverts the maximal cyclic subgroup ¤¤ of1
Ž . ² : Ž . yD . Also as T s C s and u, s s Z T , we have s s su.1 S
Thus 1 s ys dy sd s suyy1 dy sd and so
yy1 dy s usdy1s s udy1 .
In particular y does not invert d an so d is an involution in D . But then y1
² : Ž .normalizes the 4-subgroup u, d of D , contrary to e .1
We can now complete our analysis of H.
PROPOSITION 3.7. H U s B.
Ž . UProof. We suppose not and let H s N L g H as usual. We letG
Ž . Ž .T g Syl H with T F S g Syl G . By Proposition 3.5, S / T. Our goal is2 2
to prove that S and T satisfy the five conditions in Lemma 3.6, which will
Ž . Ž .yield the desired contradiction. We get C s C L , T s T l L = H ,H 0
Ž . 2D s T l L, and S s T l C. We let y g N T y T with y g T.0 S
As y f H, we have S l S y s 1. Moreover, as S y normalizes L y, we0 0 0
have as in the proof of Proposition 3.5 that S y does not contain a Klein0
4-group. As S y is isomorphic to a subgroup of TrS , which is dihedral, we0 0
conclude that S y is cyclic.0
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< <Suppose that S ) 2 and let S be the cyclic subgroup of S of order 4.0 1 0
Ž . g Ž . Ž .If S F Z T , then S embeds in Z T S rS F Z TrS , which has order1 1 0 0 0
Ž . w g x g2, a contradiction. Hence C S s D = S . However S , S F S l ST 1 0 0 0 0 0
g Ž . gs 1 and so S F C S s D = S and S projects faithfully into D.0 T 0 0 0
Ž g . Ž Ž ..Hence C S is abelian. As V C S is nonabelian, there must existD= S 0 1 T 00
Ž . w g x < Ž . <an involution x g T y D = S with S , x s 1. But C x s 2, con-0 0 D
trary to the fact that x centralizes the projection of S g into D, a0
< <contradiction. Thus S s 2.0
< <Our next goal is to prove that S : T s 2 and to determine the structure
Ž .of T. By Lemma 3.4, if E is an E subgroup of T , then N E F H.8 G
Ž .Hence N T permutes the H-classes of E subgroups of T with theS 8
kernel of the action being T. If T / T , then T is transitive on the E0 8
Ž .subgroups of T . As N T / T , it follows directly that either T s T s D0 S 0
² : U ² : U < <= s or T s D = s with D dihedral and T : T s 2. In either case0
< Ž . < Ž .there are exactly two T-classes of E ’s and so N T : T s 2 and N T is8 S S
Ž . Ž .transitive on the E subgroups of T. If S / N T , then as T s J T , there8 S
Ž . Ž .must be an elementary subgroup A of N T with m A G 3 and A g T.S
As A does not normalize any E subgroup of T but A normalizes A l T ,8
Ž . ² : Ž .it follows that A l T s Z T s u, s . But then A F C s F H, a con-G
Ž . < <tradiction. So S s N T and S : T s 2, as claimed.S
² y:Let U be a 4-subgroup of D. When T s T , we have D s U, U s D0 1
and we see that all of the conditions of Lemma 3.6 hold. When T / T , we0
² y: ² : ymay take D s U, U . If w g U y u , then w g T y T , including an1 0
outer automorphism on D. Hence D F D . As y2 g T , U y 2 F D and so1
² :S s T , y normalizes D . Again all the conditions of Lemma 3.6 hold,1
yielding the final contradiction.
4. SOLVABLE 2-LOCAL SUBGROUPS AND THE PROOF
OF PROPOSITION 1.1
In this section we investigate solvable 2-local subgroups of G containing
Ž Ž ..a fully fused 4-subgroup U with the goal of showing that U g Syl C U ,2 G
whence G has a dihedral or semidihedral Sylow 2-subgroup.
Recall that by Proposition 3.1,
N U : U g F 4Ž .G
may also be characterized as the set of 2-local subgroups of G which are
maximal subject to being solvable and containing an element of F.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .We fix H s N U and let T g Syl H , T s C U , and x g N TG 2 0 T H 0
3 Ž . w xXwith x g O H and U, x s U. Notice that x exists by the definition of2
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F and a Frattini argument. Moreover by Theorem 2.8 we have
T s U = C x .Ž .0 T0
The following lemma is where we shall use the fact that H s B.
Ž . < <LEMMA 4.1. Let Y be a non-identity subgroup of C x . Then H G2T0
< Ž . <N Y .2G
Ž .Proof. Set N s N Y . As x g N, U g F . Thus by Proposition 3.1,G N
Ž . Ž .either N F H or U F E N . We may assume the latter. If E N (
Ž . Ž Ž ..PSL 2, p with U f Syl E N , then N g H s B, a contradiction. If2
Ž Ž .. Ž .Ž .U g Syl E N , then by a Frattini argument, N s E N N l H and so2
< < < < Ž . Ž Ž ..H G N , as claimed. The only remaining case is that E N rZ E N2 2
Ž . Ž Ž ..( A . But then as cd N s 1, we have that NrC E N ( A or S and6 N 6 6
in either case the Frattini argument again applies to yield that N s
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .E N H l N . As H l E N contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of E N , we
< < < <have H G N in this case as well.2 2
< < < <PROPOSITION 4.2. Either H s G or G has a dihedral or a semidihe-2 2
dral Sylow 2-subgroup.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Suppose T - S g Syl G but C x s T / 1. Let y g N T2 T 1 S0
y T with y2 g T. By Lemma 4.1, T l T y s 1. As U / U y, Lemma 2.121 1
yields that
w y x y1 / U, U s U l U .
y y y Ž .Thus UU ( D . If also T l U / 1, then U F U = T F C U , con-8 1 1 T
trary to Lemma 2.12. Hence T l U y s 1 and so1
y yT , U F T l U s 1.1 1
y Ž .Thus T F C U s U = T and so T is isomorphic to a subgroup of1 T 1 1
< < Ž . y Ž . Ž y.U. Suppose that T ) 2. If T F Z T , then also T F Z T s Z UU =1 1 1
T , contrary to T l T y s 1. Thus U = T is characteristic in T. But then1 1 1 1
y ² : y ² :U F U = T , a contradiction. Hence T s s ( Z and T s UU = s .1 1 2
Ž ² :. w g x gNow if g g N U = s , then U, U s 1 and so U s U and g g H.G
Ž . ² : y Ž Ž ..Hence as before, N T s T y . As s / s, we see that T s J N T andS S
Ž .so S s N T . Now clearly all the conditions of Lemma 3.6 hold withS
D s UU y, yielding a contradiction to the assumption that T / 1.1 1
Ž . w xThus T s 1, i.e., C U s U. Then by GLS1, 10.24, 10.25 , S is either1 T
dihedral or semidihedral as claimed.
Ž . Ž .We now reach our major conclusion. We have T g Syl H F Syl G .2 2
PROPOSITION 4.3. T is dihedral or semidihedral.
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Ž .Proof. Suppose not. Then with T s C U as usual, we have T s U0 T 0
= T . As before we may assume that T / 1 and derive a contradiction.1 1
Ž . Ž .We choose an involution s g Z T l T with s g F T if possible. By1 1
G  4Proposition 3.2, s l T / s and so by Lemma 2.11 there exists V F D F
Ž . h 3 Ž Ž .. Ž .XT and h g N D with s / s, h g O N D , D s V = C h withG 2 G D
w x Ž . Ž Ž .. w xV s V, h ( E and N D g Syl N V . As s g D but s, h / 1, s f4 T 2 G
Ž .F D .
< Ž . < < <As V g F, Proposition 4.2 implies that N V s G . Thus V 1 T.2 2G
w xObviously V / U and so V g T . As usual 1 / U, V s U l V and so0
w x Ž .V, T s 1 and T s UV = T . In particular D s V = T and s f F T .1 1 1 1
Ž . ² : Ž . Ž . ² :Hence by choice of s, F T s 1. We set u s Z UV . Thus Z T s u1
= T .1
We can now derive a transfer contradiction. Let a s u z with u g U1 1 1
² : x1and z g T . Then for some x g x , we have that a s uz or z . In1 1 1 1 1
x1 ² :any case a g u z . Likewise if a s u z with u g U and z g T s1 2 2 2 2 2 2
Ž . G ² :C h , then a l u z / B. As T and T are distinct hyperplanes ofD 2 2 1 2
Ž .Z S , A s T l T is a hyperplane of both. Thus M s UV = A is a1 2
maximal subgroup of T in which every involution is G-conjugate to an
² :element of Z s u = A. Now let t g T y A. By the Thompson trans-0 1 1
w x b G gfer lemma GLS1, 15.16 , t l M / B and so t l Z / B. Let t g Z .1 1 0 1 0
g Ž .Then t and t are distinct G-conjugate elements of Z T . Since U g F1 1
Ž .and U g Z T , this contradicts Lemma 2.13, completing the proof.
5. THE SEMIDIHEDRAL CASE
In this section we make a few further reductions for the semidihedral
case. Thus throughout this section we assume that G is a minimal
counterexample to Theorem 1.2 having a semidihedral Sylow 2-subgroup S
Ž .with central involution z. We set C s C z . In particular G is simple andG
by the Thompson transfer lemma, G has one class of involutions zG. We
prove the following result about the structure of C. At the end of the
w xsection we discuss which sections of ABG are needed to complete the
identification of G in this case.
PROPOSITION 5.1. With G and C as abo¤e, we ha¤e that
² :C s Lr s = A
Ž . Gwith L ( SL 2, p for some prime p G 13, s g z , and A a cyclic 3-subgroup
Ž . Ž .of C s isomorphic to a subgroup of C s .G L
We begin with the following refinement of Theorem 1.8 and Proposi-
tion 2.1.
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PROPOSITION 5.2. Let H be a proper subgroup of G which is not 2-nilpo-
Ž .Xtent. Then one of the following conclusions holds with X s O H .2
Ž . ² : 3 21 H s Q = X, g, s , with Q ( E or Q , g g X, s s 1 and4 8
Ž . Ž .HrX ( A , S , SL 2, 3 or GL 2, 3 .4 4
Ž . Ž .² : Ž . Ž .2 H s L = X s with L ( A , PSL 2, p or SL 2, p for some6
2 Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž .prime p G 5, s s 1 and Hr Z L = X ( A , PSL 2, p or PGL 2, p . In6
particular if F / B, then H has a dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup.H
2Ž . ² :Proof. If H is solvable, then by Theorem 1.8, O H s Q = X, g
Ž . Ž . Ž .with Q, X and g as in i . As S is semidihedral, C Q s Z Q and so HS
Ž . 2Ž .is as described in i . If H is non-solvable, then by Theorem 1.8, O H s
Ž . Ž .LX with LrZ L ( A or PSL 2, p for some prime p G 5. Again as S is6
Ž . Ž . Ž .semidihedral, C L L s Z L X and so HrZ L X is isomorphic to aH
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..subgroup of Aut L . As cd M s cd PGL 2, 9 s 2, it follows that10
Ž . Ž . Ž .HrZ L X is as described in ii . It remains to argue that if LrZ L ( A ,6
Ž . Ž .then Z L s 1. If not, then LrZ L ( A .6
< Ž . < Ž .First suppose that Z L is even. Then there is an involution z g Z L
Ž . Ž .and L mistake C z . As S is semidihedral, we may assume that z g Z S .G
Ž . U Ž Ž .. Ž .But then C z rZ C z ( PGL 2, 9 , a contradiction as above. ThusG G
Ž . ² :Z L s x ( Z . Now x centralizes a Sylow 2-subgroup D of L. Let3
² : Ž . Ž . Ž .z s Z D and let C s C z . By the above either C is solvable as in iG
Ž . Ž .with Q ( Q or E C ( SL 2, p for some prime p G 5. In either case we8
Ž . Ž . ² :see that C D s C D F z = X. Hence x g X centralizes both LG G
Ž . Ž Ž .. ² Ž .:and E C . So E C X G L, E C , contrary to the possible structuresG
Ž . Ž .of E H . Thus if LrZ L ( A , then L ( A , as claimed.6 6
COROLLARY 5.3. The following conclusions hold for a proper subgroup H
of G.
Ž .1 If Q F H with Q ( Q , then either H is 2-nilpotent or H F8
Ž Ž ..C Z Q .G
Ž .3 If U g F , then H has a dihedral Sylow 2-subgroup.H
Proof. This is immediate from Proposition 5.2.
Our goal is some detailed information about the structure of C. We
begin with the following approximate structure of C.
LEMMA 5.4. One of the following holds
Ž . Ž .² : Ž .1 C s L = BA s with L ( SL 2, p for some prime p G 5, BA
Ž . G w x Ž . Ž . Ž .Xs O C , s g z , B s BA, s , A s C s , and CrC L ( PGL p .2 A C 2
Ž . ² : Ž .2 C s Q = BA, x, s with Q ( Q , B, A, and s as in a and8
3 w xx g B with Q s Q, x .
Ž . Ž . Ž .X3 Let X be a nonidentity subgroup of O C and N s N X . Then2 X G
either N F C or C is sol¤able and N is 2-nilpotent. In either case F s B.X X NX
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< <Proof. Let D be a maximal dihedral subgroup of S. Then S : D s 2
and D contains every involution of S. It then follows by the Thompson
transfer lemma that all elements of S of order 4 are G-conjugate, hence
Ž .C-conjugate, since all square to z. Thus C is not 2-nilpotent and now i
Ž . Ž .and ii follow from Proposition 5.2. For iii , we see that N contains aX
quaternion group and so by Corollary 5.3, either N F C or N isX X
2-nilpotent. In the latter case, clearly L g N and so C is solvable. Also inX
U Ž .either case z g Z N and so F s B.X NX
 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .We choose e g 1, y1 such that p ’ e mod 4 in case i . Thus C sL
p q i² : ² : Ž .s z = T with T cyclic of order . We set U s z, s . Then C U sG2
U = T = A. By the Thompson transfer lemma, G has only one class of
Ž .involutions. As s is conjugate to sz in N U , we have by symmetry thatC
Ž . Ž . Ž .N U rC U ( S . In case ii the same conclusions hold with T s 1. WeG G 3
Ž . Ž .set N s N U rC U .G G
LEMMA 5.5. A is isomorphic to a cyclic 3-subgroup of T. In particular, in
Ž .case ii , A s 1.
Ž . g Ž . gProof. Let g g N U with z s s. In case ii , A s A and so U gG
Ž . Ž . gF , contrary to Lemma 5.4 iii unless A s 1. In case i , A l AN Ž A.G
centralizes both L and L g, again forcing A l Ag s 1, whence Ag is
Ž .isomorphic to a cyclic subgroup of T.
< < Ž .Suppose that p is a prime divisor of A with p / 3 and let V s V P1
gŽ .for P g Syl T = A . As A l A s 1, N acts faithfully on both U and V,p
Ž Ž ..and so both U and V are irreducible N-modules, yielding cd N U G 2, aG
contradiction. Hence A is a 3-group, as claimed.
Ž . Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 5.6. In case ii , C ( GL 2, 3 and l H F 5 for e¤ery
proper subgroup H of G.
Ž . Ž .Proof. As A s 1, we have C U s U, N U ( S . Let M be aG G 4
Ž .maximal subgroup of G containing N U . By induction M has a dihedralG
Ž . Ž .Sylow 2-subgroup of order 8. As C U s U, it follows that M ( PSL 2, rG
Ž . Ž .or PGL 2, r for some prime r G 3. In the former case clearly N U isG
Ž . Ž .maximal in M. In the latter case, either N U s M or N U is maximalG G
Ž . Ž . Ž .in M, since PGL 2, 5 F PGL 2, r only when r s 5. In any case l M F 4,
Ž . Ž . Ž .whence l H F 5 for every proper subgroup H of G. But l C s 5 q l B
Ž .and so B s 1, whence C ( GL 2, 3 , as claimed.
Ž .If C ( GL 2, 3 , there is an elementary argument that proves that
Ž . Ž w x.G ( M or PSL 3, 3 . Indeed a very short argument see SW, Sec. 711
proves that G contains a proper subgroup H isomorphic either to M or9
Ž . Ž .to a maximal parabolic subgroup of PSL 3, 3 . In either case, l H G 6,
Ž .contradicting Corollary 5.6. Thus we may assume henceforth that case i
holds, i.e., that C is non-solvable.
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LEMMA 5.7. B is abelian and in¤erted by s. If A / 1, then BA is a
Frobenius group with kernel B.
Proof. If A s 1, then s inverts B and so B is abelian. Thus we may
assume that A / 1 and let R be an s-invariant Sylow 3-subgroup of BA
Ž . Ž .containing A. Let P g Syl T = A , W s V P ( Z = Z and W l A s3 1 3 3
² : w x Ž . Ž . Ž g . gw . As T , BA s 1, we have that C w s C W F C w F C . If RR R R
Ž . Ž g . Ž g .gis not cyclic, then C w is not cyclic and so X s C w l C L / 1.R R C
g Ž . Ž . Ž .Then L F C X . But X F BA and so C X F C by Lemma 5.4 iii , aG G
Ž .contradiction. So R is cyclic, whence R s C s s A and A has a normalR
complement in BA. This complement must be inverted by s, whence B is
abelian and inverted by s in this case as well. Finally if A / 1, then
Ž . Ž g . g Ž . Ž . Ž .C w F C w F C s C s , whence C w F C s s 1. Hence ifB B G B B
A / 1, then BA is a Frobenius group, as claimed.
< < Ž .LEMMA 5.8. Suppose B / 1. Then A s 1, B s b is prime, and N UG
Ž .² : Ž .F M s J = T t with J ( PSL 2, r for some odd prime r G 13, U g
Ž . 2 Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .XSyl J , t s 1 / t g C l M, and B s O C z . Moreo¤er l C F l T2 2 J
q 5.
Proof. We argue that some nonidentity subgroup W of T is normal in
Ž .N U . This is clear if A s 1 or T is not a 3-group. So suppose thatG
Ž . Ž . Ž .T / T = A is a 3-group and let V s V T = A . Let N U rC U s1 G G
2 x² : < Ž . < Ž .x, y with y g L, y s z. As A l A s 1, C x s 3 and C x isV V
Ž .y-invariant. As y inverts T and centralizes A, either C x F T orV
Ž . xC x F A. But A l A s 1. So the former case must hold and W sV
Ž . Ž .C x 1 N U , as desired.V G
Ž . Ž .Now N W contains N U and B. Let M be a maximal subgroup ofG G
Ž .G containing N W . Then U g F and, as B / 1, U is not normal in M.G M
Ž . Ž .Hence by Proposition 5.2, U F E M s J with J ( PSL 2, r or A . Then6
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .C U s U and so T F C J . Thus C z F C T . In particular U gJ M J C
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xSyl J and so J ( PSL 2, r with r ’ "3 mod 8 . Furthermore B s B, s2
Ž . Ž . Ž .F C z . Thus r G 13. Moreover, N B rC B is a 2-group. However,J M M
Ž . Ž .A F N B with C B s 1 and so A s 1.M A
Ž . Ž . Ž .Now C J F C U s U = T and so C J s T 1 M. Thus C l MM G M
Ž . Ž . ² : Ž Ž .. Ž .Xs N T s B = T U y . In particular B s O C z . As before, N UC 2 J G
Ž . Ž . Ž .is a maximal subgroup of M with N U rT ( S and so l M F l TG 4
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .q4. Hence l C F l T q 5. On the other hand l C G l T q l B q 4,
Ž . < <whence l B F 1 and so B s b is prime, as claimed.
LEMMA 5.9. B s 1.
Proof. Suppose not. Continuing with the notation of the previous
Ž . Ž Ž ..Xlemma we let t be an involution in N U y U and set T s O C t .S 1 2 J
Ž < <.Then b, T s 1 and so T is isomorphic to a cyclic subgroup of L. Note1 1
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< < < <that if b s 3, then r s 13 and T s 7. Otherwise T is a multiple of 3. In1 1
< < < <particular, as p / 7, we have T / p and so T divides p q 1 or p y 1.1 1
< <Suppose that T divides p y e . Let1
² :C s C t s L = B z ( C.Ž . Ž .1 G 1 1
U U Ž . Ž .Then C s B T with T cyclic of order 2 p y e . It follows that C TC 1 1 1 G 11
Ž .has cyclic Sylow 2-subgroups and then easily that N T is 2-nilpotent andG 1
Ž . < < Ž . Ž < < < <.N T s QS with Q odd and S g Syl G . As T , T s 1, we haveG 1 1 1 2 1
l N T G 4 q l T q l T .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .G 1 1
On the other hand
l N T F l C F l T q 5.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .G 1
Ž . Ž .So equality holds and Q s T = T. Thus T 1 N T . But M s N T and1 G 1 G
< <M s 8, a contradiction.2
Ž .Hence T is isomorphic to a subgroup of T. Now M s N T is1 1 G 1
Ž . w xconjugate to M. If L s E M , then as t, T s 1, t g L . But then as1 1 1 1
w x w x w x < < < <T ,t s T and T , T s 1, we have T F M , t s L . Thus T F T and1 1 1 1
so T is conjugate to T. As before,1
l M F l C F l T q 5.Ž . Ž . Ž .
On the other hand
l M G l T q l T q 3 s 2 l T q 3,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .whence l T F 2. Since l C F l T q 5 but l C G 7, we must have
Ž . Ž . Ž . < <l T s 2 and l G s 8. As T ( T and l T s 2, we have that T s 3 x1
 4 Ž .for some prime x. If x s 3, then p g 17, 19 and l C s 8, a contradic-
tion. Hence x G 5.
Ž .Finally we consider the structure of N s N T = T . Clearly from theG 1
structure of M and M , we have that T = T is the centralizer in G of1 1
² : < Ž .² :. <each of its Sylow subgroups. Also z, t F N. Hence N : T = T z, t is1
either 1 or a prime. So at least one of the Sylow subgroups F of T = T is1
Ž . Ž .Sylow in G. But then N controls G-fusion in F and so C z and C tF F
are N-conjugate, whence z and t are interchanged by an element of N.
But then each Sylow subgroup of T = T is a faithful irreducible module1
Ž .for NrT = T ( D , contrary to the fact that cd N F 1.1 8
Finally we eliminate the case p s 5.
LEMMA 5.10. p G 13.
< <Proof. Suppose not. Then p s 5, B s 1, and A s 1 or 3. Now
Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .l N U s 4 q l A and l C s 6 q l A . So N U is not a maximalG G
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Ž . Ž . Ž .subgroup of G. Hence N U F M where E M s J ( A or PSL 2, r , rG 6
Ž . Ž .prime, and U F J. As C U s U, we have T = A F C J . By PropositionJ G
Ž . Ž .5.2, then A s 1. As C T s U = T , we have C z s U and so J ( A .C J 5
Also note that
l H F 6Ž .
for every proper subgroup H of G.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Let F g Syl C and F g Syl J with z g N F . Then N F s FZ5 1 5 J 1 C
Ž Ž ..with Z ( Z and so Z g Syl N F . Thus every involution which nor-8 2 G
malizes F centralizes F. On the other hand F is inverted by z. So F and1
< <F are not G-conjugate. In particular G ) 5.51
Ž . Ž Ž ..XLet N F s KZ with K s O N F . Let P be a Z-invariant SylowG 2 G
< < 25-subgroup of K. Then P s 5 . Suppose that P ( Z = Z . As Z normal-5 5
izes both F and PrF, z centralizes both F and PrF, hence P, a
Ž . < < 3contradiction. Since l KZ F 6, we conclude that P s 5 , K s P, and
Ž . Ž .N P s PZ is a maximal subgroup of G. In particular P g Syl G andG 5
so F centralizes a G-conjugate of F.1
Ž . < <Now let C s C F . As F is not G-conjugate to F, C is odd. Let P1 G 1 1 1 1
be a z-invariant Sylow 5-subgroup of C . Then P contains a G-conjugate1 1
˜ ˜F of F. If z inverts P , then z normalizes and hence centralizes F, a1
˜ Ž .contradiction. Hence we may assume that z centralizes F. But then C zC1˜² :contains F, T s L, a final contradiction.
w xWe now briefly discuss the connection with ABG . Note that they use
the term ‘‘quasidihedral,’’ whereas ‘‘semidihedral’’ has become more popu-
lar of late. After the brief introductory Chapter I, their Chapter II contains
preliminaries which we do not need. Chapter III deals with the character
theory of groups with semidihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. We need the
material on pages 67]74, culminating in the group order formula Proposi-
tion 3.3.2 for ‘‘regular QD-groups.’’ We also need Proposition 3.9.4 on
page 126 which gives a criterion for G to be ‘‘regular.’’ These results rely
on some earlier work of Brauer. As Lemma 5.10 above shows that p G 13,
we do not need any of the special character-theoretic arguments dealing
Žwith small primes. We also have no need of Chapters IV and V pages
. Ž .127]216 . At the beginning of Chapter VI, the structure of C s C z isG
more or less as described in Lemmas 5.1, 5.2, and 5.4 above. We need
Ž . Ž .XSection 3 pages 223]231 which rules out the case where O C s 1.2
Ž .Thus we have A / 1 and so by Proposition 6.2.5 pages 220]221 , G is a
Ž‘‘regular’’ QD-group. We only need the first half of the proof where
.q / 9. Then Proposition 3.3.2 gives the formula
< < 2 2G : C s p p y e p q 1 .Ž .
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Ž .Using the fact that cd G s 1 and C is maximal in G, it is not difficult to
Ž .show that e s y1 and if P g Syl G , thenp
< < 3 3 3G s 2 a p y 1 p p q 1 and N P s 2 a p y 1 p .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . G
It then follows easily that G is a 2-transitive permutation group in its
3 Ž .permutation action on the p q 1 elements of Syl G and the stabilizer ofp
a point has a regular normal subgroup of order p3 with a cyclic comple-
Ž .ment of order 2 a p y 1 where a divides p q 1. We may then invoke
w x Ž .Peterfalvi’s characterization theorem P to identify G as PSU 3, p .
w x Ž .Finally as in BWZ we may observe that PSU 3, p has a maximal
Ž . Ž .subgroup isomorphic to SO 3, p ( PGL 2, p whose composition factors
Ž .are a proper subset of those of C s C z , violating the chain difference 1G
condition.
6. FINAL REMARKS
In Section 4 we completed the proof of Proposition 1.1, establishing that
a minimal counterexample to Theorem 1.2 is a simple group with dihedral
or semidihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. In Section 5 we outlined a proof that
no simple group with a semidihedral Sylow 2-subgroup has chain differ-
ence 1.
w xIn the dihedral case an elegant and relatively short proof of GW has
w xbeen given by Bender and Glauberman B, BG . It may be possible with
the chain difference 1 condition to circumvent parts of their proof but it
Ž .seems hardly worth the effort. Once we know that G ( PSL 2, q or A , it7
Ž . Ž . 2is easy to see that if cd G s 1, then G ( PSL 2, q with q s p or p .
Ž w x. 2With a bit more care as in BWZ one can show first that if q s p , then
p F 5 and then that in fact p s 3. Moreover, as noted in Section 1, it is
Ž . Ž . Ž .easy to check that PSL 2, 7 , PGL 2, 9 , M , and PSL 2, 11 have chain10
difference 2, completing the proof of Theorem 1.2.
We conclude with a number-theoretic question: Are there infinitely
many non-abelian simple groups of chain difference 1? This can be
formulated as a purely number-theoretic question about the number of
Ž .prime divisors of p q 1 and p y 1 for p a prime. Notice that as PSL 2, p
has a maximal subgroup isomorphic to A or S , we have that4 4
Ž Ž .. Ž .l PSL 2, p s 3 or 4 for all primes p. Thus if PSL 2, p has chain
Ž Ž .. Ž .difference 1, then l PSL 2, p F 5. On the other hand, as PSL 2, p has
maximal dihedral subgroups of orders p y 1 and p q 1, it must be the
Ž . Ž . Ž 2 .case that V p y 1 F 4 and V p q 1 F 4. Thus certainly V p y 1 F 8.
Using sieve methods it is possible to attack the question of whether there
Ž 2 . w xare infinitely many primes with V p y 1 F 8. In AST it is proved that
Ž 2 .there are infinitely many primes with V p y 1 F 21.
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An affirmative answer to the group theory question would follow imme-
diately from an affirmative answer to the question: Are there infinitely
Ž .many triples p, r, s of primes such that
Either p s 4 r q 1 s 6 s y 1 or p s 4 r y 1 s 6 s q 1?
Ž . Ž .All such triples would yield groups G s PSL 2, p with l G s 4 and
Ž . Ž Ž .l G s 3. Of course groups of chain difference 1 exist with l G s 5 and
Ž . .l G s 4.
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